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Abstract

The cold start behaviour of the gas processing unit is one crucial issue for the use of gasoline based fuel reformers for mobile fuel cell
systems. In this contribution different cold start strategies for a mobile fuel reformer based on gasoline are presented and discussed. The
simulation studies are based on 1-d, dynamic multiphase models for both an autothermal gasoline reformer (ATR) and a thermally integrated
reforming unit consisting of an ATR, a heat exchanger and a high-temperature-shift-reactor (HTS). Setup and geometric parameters for
both models correspond to pilot stage systems considered by DaimlerChrysler.

Results on the reactive heat-up of the ATR by partial and total oxidation of gasoline show the impact of the air/fuel-ratio and the thermal
load on the cold start duration. The use of the reformat during the rapid start-up of the ATR is mainly limited by the availability of steam for
autothermal operation. Due to the high thermal capacities of the system, the whole reforming unit requires much longer time for the cold
start. Especially the slow convective heat-up of the HTS restricts the conversion of CO and the subsequent use of the reformat in the fuel
cell. Several options for the acceleration of the cold start were investigated. Both a simpleλ-control strategy and the reactive heat-up of the
HTS by (partial) oxidation of the reformat with injected air reduce the cold start time significantly. With these measures a hydrogen-rich
reformat with acceptable CO-concentration is available within two minutes. Moreover, the cold start time can be further reduced, if the
HTS is heated up electrically to their ignition temperature at the beginning of the cold start. Thereby the CO-conversion in the HTS already
starts in the first minute and, depending on the availability of steam for the feed stream, a cold start of the reforming unit below one minute
seems to be possible.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Fundamentals and modelling

The use of fuel cells for mobile applications in an aux-
iliary power unit or a propulsion system has been widely
discussed and already announced by several car manufac-
turers. While the majority in automobile and oil industry
accounts hydrogen as the ideal long-term fuel for mobile
fuel cell systems, it is not yet clear, what will be the best
fuel for the introduction of these systems[1]. The use of
hydrogen results in high efficiencies and a simple sys-
tem design. Liquid fuels like methanol or gasoline on the

Abbreviations: ATR, autothermal reforming/reformer; E-Cat, elec-
trically heatable metallic monolith; HE, heat exchanger; HTS, high-
temperature-shift-reactor; POX, partial oxidation; TOX, total oxidation
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other hand show advantages in terms of high energy den-
sity, easy fuel handling and—in the case of gasoline—in
an existing fuel infrastructure. Therefore, all major car
manufacturers are developing both hydrogen and gaso-
line based fuel cell systems. Since gasoline must be con-
verted into a hydrogen-rich gas (reformat) onboard, such
systems have to be much more elaborate than the hydro-
gen based systems. Besides of the fuel cell, a gasoline
based system typically consists of an autothermal reformer
(ATR), where gasoline in converted into a hydrogen-rich
gas, and of several subsequent gas-cleaning stages, like
watergas-shift-reactors and selective oxidation-reactors
[2–5]. These are necessary for the removal of CO, which
is a strong poison for the fuel cell catalyst.Fig. 1 shows
the high-temperature part of such a gasoline based fuel
cell system developed byDaimlerChrysler [2]. In this
reforming unit the ATR is thermally coupled with a
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Nomenclature

av specific surface area (m2/m3)
cp specific heat capacity (kJ/(kmol K))
d diameter (m)
dh hydraulic diameter (m)
Deff effective dispersion coefficient

(kg/(m s))
h specific enthalpy (kJ/kmol)

 hR reaction enthalpy (kJ/kmol)
l length (m)
ṁ mass flow (kg/(m2 s))
M̃ molar mass (kg/kmol)
p pressure (bar)
P power (kW)
q̇ heat flux (kW/m2)
r reaction rate (kmol/(m2 s))
Re Reynolds number
t time coordinate (s)
T temperature (K)
v gas space velocity (m/s)
V̇L air flux (m3/s)
w mass fraction
z space coordinate (m)

Greek letters
α heat transfer coefficient (kW/(m2 s))
β mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
δ Kronecker symbol (δ = 1 for ws > wg,

δ = 0 for ws < wg)
ε void fraction (m3/m3)
εst emission coefficient
λ air/fuel-ratio
λeff effective heat dispersion coefficient

(kW/(m K))
λ heat conductivity (kW/(m K))
ν stoichometric coefficient
ρ density (kg/m)3

σ emission constant (kW/(m2 T4))

Indices
el electrical
g gas-phase
heat electrical heating
i reaction number
in inlet
j component
k channel number
max maximum
o surrounding
out outlet/exit
s solid-phase (catalyst-phase)
th thermal
+ inlet

ATR HTSHE

Air + steam

Gasoline 800 ºC 400 ºC

20 ºC

Fig. 1. Sketch of the reforming unit.

high-temperature-shift-reactor (HTS) through a countercur-
rent heat exchanger.

The feed streams of air and steam are heated up from
200◦C to approximately 600◦C in the heat exchanger. After
the injection of liquid gasoline, the feed stream is directed to
the ATR, where gasoline is converted autothermally. After
the reformat is cooled down to about 400◦C, the CO-content
is reduced in the HTS. In the ATR the exothermic partial
oxidation of the fuel with air (Eq. (1) + Eq. (2)) is com-
bined with the strongly endothermic steam reforming reac-
tion (Eq. (3)).

CnHm + 1
2nO2 → nCO+ 1

2mH2 (1)

CnHm + (n + 1
4m)O2 → nCO2 + 1

2mH2O (2)

CnHm + nH2O → nCO+ (n + 1
2m)H2 (3)

By proper adjustment of the air/fuel-ratioλ and the excess of
steam H2O/C, the complete conversion is slightly exother-
mic and a simple adiabatic reactor set-up can be used.
Besides the reforming reactions, two equilibrium limited
reactions, the watergas-shift (Eq. (4)) and the methanation
reaction (Eq. (5)), must be taken into account.

CO+ H2O � CO2 + H2 (4)

CO+ 3H2 � CH4 + H2O (5)

Since both reactions are exothermic, CO2 and CH4-formation
are thermodynamically favoured at low temperatures.
Whereas the content of H2 is increased by the watergas-shift
reaction, the methanation reaction results in a loss of H2.
To suppress CH4-formation in the ATR exit temperatures
below 750◦C must be prevented. Under typical operation
conditions with air/fuel-ratios of aboutλ = 0.24–0.28 and
a slight excess of steam (H2O/C ≈ 2) H2-concentrations of
about 32% and CO-concentrations of 10% are reached. To
increase CO-conversion by the watergas-shift reaction, the
HTS is operated at lower temperatures (400–450◦C). Metha-
nation is strongly inhibited by an appropriate shift-catalyst.
Thus CO can be reduced to about 4% in the adiabatically
operated HTS.

In the concept ofDaimlerChrysler(Fig. 1) both ATR and
HTS are designed as adiabatic, metallic monolith reactors,
which are coated with different noble metal catalysts for re-
forming and watergas-shift reaction. The ATR consists of
two monoliths. The first monolith is electrically heatable
(E-Cat, 400 cpsi), which is necessary to reach the ignition
temperature of the oxidation reactions at the beginning of the
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cold start. For the back part of the ATR and the HTS mono-
liths with 1600 cpsi are used. The heat exchanger is designed
as a countercurrent pipe-bundle heat exchanger. Geometric
parameters of the ATR, the heat exchanger and the HTS and
other model parameters are displayed inAppendix A. The
set-up corresponds to reforming units studied byDaimler-
Chrysler for a thermal load of 33 kW, based on the lower
heating value of the gasoline[2]. Both ATR and reforming
unit are operated at an inlet pressure of 4 bar.

The model systems for the ATR and the whole reforming
unit consist of one-dimensional, dynamic multiphase mod-
els. Gas- and solid-phases (catalyst-phases) are balanced
separately and are connected by lateral exchange of mass
and heat. The model equations, the corresponding boundary
conditions and the major model assumptions are given in
Appendix B. The reaction kinetics for autothermal reform-
ing and shift-reaction were derived from own experimental
results with a new isothermal kinetic reactor[6]. The model
systems of partial parabolic differential equations, have been
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Fig. 2. Temperature and concentration profiles in the ATR;Pth = 33 kW, λ = 0.24, H2O/C = 2, T + = 500◦C.
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solved with the simulation tool PDEX-Pack developed with
the Conrad-Zuse Zentrum, Berlin[7,8].

2. Steady-state operation of the ATR and the
reforming unit

Steady-state simulations for the two systems are pre-
sented here to simplify the discussion and the assessment
of cold start strategies in the following sections. Simula-
tion results for both the ATR and the reforming unit under
typical operation conditions are shown inFigs. 2 and 3. In
accordance with experimental results the fast exothermic
oxidation reactions result in a distinct temperature max-
imum of the solid/catalyst-phase at the inlet of the ATR
(Fig. 2). The subsequent decrease of the temperature can be
attributed to the endothermic steam reforming reactions and
heat losses. The temperature of the gas-phase approaches
the solid-phase temperature by heat transfer within the first
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two cm of the ATR and the reformat reaches 740◦C at
the exit of the ATR. Gasoline and oxygen are fully con-
verted and thus the reformat composition is determined by
the equilibrium limited reactions. H2-concentration at the
exit of the ATR is 31.5%. CO-concentration reaches 9.4%,
while CH4 is formed to 0.49%.

Since a countercurrent heat exchanger is used, two
gas-phases and one solid-phase (for the catalyst or the sep-
arating wall) must be taken into account for the reforming
unit (Fig. 3).

The feed stream of air and steam (index 2), flowing from
the right to the left side of the heat exchanger, is heated up
from 200◦C to about 650◦C. After the injection and evap-
oration of gasoline, the feed stream is directed to the ATR.
The temperature profiles in the ATR for the solid-phase and
the gas-phase of the reformat (index 1) are similar to the
ATR simulations already discussed. After the ATR, the re-
format is cooled down in the heat exchanger to 430◦C at
the inlet of the HTS. It is obvious that the heat exchanger
design has a major impact on the steady-state and dynamic
behaviour of the reforming unit. Due to the exothermic shift
reaction the temperature increases again in the HTS. The
CO-content is reduced from 9.8 to 4.6% in the shift reactor,
while H2 reaches 36.4%. The simulation results show suf-
ficient good operation of both the ATR and the reforming
unit under steady-state operation conditions.

3. Cold start of the ATR

Since the ATR is the first reactor in the whole
gas-processing system and is operated at high tempera-
tures, the cold start of the system begins with the heat-up
of the ATR to operation temperature. Thus first the start-up
behaviour of the ATR alone is discussed in this section.

During cold start several conditions like the ignition tem-
perature of the oxidation reactions on the catalyst and the
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Fig. 4. Temperature profiles of the solid-phase of the ATR during electrical
heat-up (step 1);Pel = 2.5 kW.

availability of steam must be taken into account. Therefore,
a cold start strategy for the ATR consists of at least three
different steps. In the first step the E-Cat is heated up electri-
cally until the catalyst temperature reaches the ignition tem-
perature for the catalytic oxidation (≈400◦C). In the next
step the reactive heat-up of the ATR by partial or total oxi-
dation without steam starts (step 2). When steam is available
after 60 s the ATR is operated autothermally in step 3.

Temperature profiles of the solid-phase (catalyst-phase)
during electrical heat-up in step 1 withPel = 2.5 kW are
shown inFig. 4.

As expected the electrical heat-up of the small E-Cat re-
quires only a short time. After about 4–5 s, the ignition tem-
perature of the oxidation reactions is reached on the catalyst.
Starting from the temperature profile after 5 s of electrical
heat-up (Fig. 4), the oxidation of gasoline with air in step 2
is possible. The reactive heat-up during this step will take
place by partial oxidation (POX,λ < 1) or by total oxidation
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(TOX, λ > 1), since no steam is available at this time.Fig. 5
displays simulation results for step 2 with POX at full load.

It can be seen, that the ATR is heated up to operation
temperature in the front part within this first 60 s. The
second temperature peak in the main catalyst is due to
CH4-formation, which is particularily strong since the water
content is low. Parameter studies on the partial oxidation
during this step indicate, that higher air/fuel-ratiosλ re-
sult in a faster start-up but also lead to an increase of the
maximum temperature in the ATR. The concentration pro-
files (Fig. 5, right) show full gasoline conversion after 15 s,
which is possible, because H2O is formed during oxidation,
which can further convert gasoline via steam reforming.
Thus the H2O-concentration tends to be low, but condensa-
tion in the back part of the ATR is possible in the first 45 s.
The low content of H2O also results in significant formation
of CH4 (yCH4 ≈ 10%). Although a hydrogen-rich reformat
is available after a few seconds with POX, the reformat
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cannot be used for the fuel cell, since the concentration of
CO is too high.

With total oxidation during step 2 the complete heating
value of the gasoline is used for the reactive heat-up, as
full conversion of gasoline to CO2 and H2O is achieved. To
avoid too high maximum temperatures a large excess of air
with λ = 3 has been assumed. If heat losses of the ATR
are neglected, the maximum temperature in the ATR in this
case is independent of the load, but for a high heat release
and a fast cold start with TOX, the load should be as high as
possible. Due to the highλ, the available load for the cold
start is limited by the provided air stream of the compressor.
In Fig. 6, simulation results for step 2 with total oxidation
are displayed. In this case, the compressor is assumed to
operate at its maximum load which results in a thermal load
of 8 kW.

As compared to partial oxidation, the temperature in-
creases faster and the ATR is completely heated up to
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operation temperature after 60 s. Due to the large feed stream
the temperature maximum in this case is located in the back
part of the ATR and not in the E-Cat. Gasoline is fully
converted and the only products formed are CO2 and H2O.
Therefore, the reformat again cannot be used for the fuel cell
during this step. Although the H2O-concentration is lower
than with POX during step 2, condensation of steam in the
back part of the ATR is possible at the beginning of the cold
start.

The simulations show, that in terms of fast and secure
start-up of the ATR in the first 60 s without steam, the total
oxidation mode is preferred over the partial oxidation mode,
provided the large air stream is available. Since the following
third step (operation in autothermal mode) is similar for POX
and TOX, only the simulation results with TOX in step 2
are presented here (Fig. 7).

Since the ATR is already heated up completely at the be-
ginning of step 3 (60 s), steady-state operation is reached
very fast. The concentrations of H2 and CO increase imme-
diately after the start of water vapour feed, while CH4 is al-
most fully converted. Thus right after the addition of steam
a proper reformat for the use in subsequent reaction stages
is available at the exit of the ATR.

4. Cold start of the reforming unit

Besides the ATR the efficient CO-removal in the HTS is
important for the use of the reformat in the fuel cell. As for
the ATR the cold start strategy of the reforming unit consists
of three different steps. After electrical heat-up of the E-Cat
in step 1, the system in operated in partial or total oxidation
mode in step 2. When steam is available after 60 s, operation
of the system switches to autothermal reforming.

The first step of the cold start of the reforming unit, the
electrical heat-up of the ATR, has already been discussed.
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Fig. 8shows simulation results of the following steps, step 2
with total oxidation and step 3 with autothermal reforming.

The cold heat exchanger is fed with the ATR exit gas
from the left (z = 0.11 m) and with the preheated air from
the right (z = 0.36 m). This causes the depicted temperature
profiles inFig. 8 (left). After about 30 s, the temperature of
the air leaving the heat exchanger starts to rise. A short time
later the temperature maximum in the ATR becomes criti-
cal and either steam must be added orλ must be reduced
to prevent catalyst damage by high temperatures. While the
ATR again is completely heated up after 60 s, the heat ex-
changer and the HTS are still cold. Start-up with TOX in
step 2 again is slightly faster than with POX. During step 2
with TOX again only CO2 and H2O are formed as products.
The H2O-concentration of 5.1% is lower than with POX, but
in both cases condensation in the cold parts of the reform-
ing unit is possible. In the right diagram ofFig. 8, the third
step beginning with the temperature profile after 60 s with
TOX is displayed. It can be seen, that the temperature pro-
file in the ATR falls off within the first 30 s of step 3. This
is caused by the addition of steam where only a part of the
gasoline is oxidized in the ATR, while the rest is converted
via the endothermic steam reforming reactions. Thereby the
heat release decreases. After 90 s, a typical temperature pro-
file for autothermal reforming is formed in the ATR. Ac-
cording to the continuously increasing preheat -temperature
of the air, the temperature level in the ATR again increases
with time. Due to their high heat capacities, the temperature
in the heat exchanger and the HTS increases very slowly.
Relevant temperatures and exit concentrations for step 3 are
shown inFig. 9.

The drop and subsequent increase of the temperature
in the ATR is clearly indicated by the maximum and the
exit temperature of the ATR. The inlet temperature of the
ATR, as the preheat-temperature of the air/steam stream
(not displayed), increases continuously over time. Similarly
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both inlet and exit temperatures of the HTS increase. The
addition of steam at 60 s results in the immediate formation
of CO and H2 as indicated by the concentration profiles.
The H2-concentration reaches 30% very fast, while CO in
formed to about 10%. All concentrations displayed show the
overshoot of the ATR exit temperature during the first 30 s of
step 3. The ATR provides a proper reformat with full gaso-
line conversion and acceptable CO- and H2-concentrations
already after 90 s of the cold start. But at this time, the HTS
is still too cold for significant conversion of CO and the con-
centrations at the exit of ATR and HTS do not differ strongly.
The conversion of CO in the HTS starts after about three
minutes and after five minutes the CO-concentration drops
below 6%. Steady-state operation conditions are reached not
before six minutes.

In summary, the cold start of the reforming unit during
the first minute in step 2 is dominated by the characteristics
of the ATR and the operation with TOX is preferable to
POX. During step 3 the ATR has almost reached steady-state
operation conditions and the heat capacity of the rest of the
reforming unit limits the CO-conversion in the HTS.

5. Measures for cold start acceleration

For a given apparatus design and mass an acceleration of
the cold start is only possible by an increase of the heat input
into the system. Thereby special attention must be given to
the fast start-up of the HTS, as the low CO-conversion limits
the cold start of the reforming unit. One option to reduce the
start-up time is a simpleλ-control during step 3 as displayed
in Fig. 10. Since the temperature profile in the ATR drops
in the first 30 s of step 3, an operation at higherλ than 0.24
is possible at this time. This results in a higher heat input
into the system and should thereby speed-up the cold start.

The maximum temperature in the ATR limts the increase
of λ in step 3. As soon as the maximum temperature of

the catalyst in reached,λ must be reduced. In this case, the
simulation starts with the temperature profile at 60 s with
POX or TOX during step 2. After that the reforming unit
is operated withλ = 0.3 between 60 and 150 s and thenλ

is reduced to 0.24. The simulation results for different cold
start strategies including thisλ-control in step 3 are shown
in Fig. 11. The basic behaviour of all options is similar.

The exit temperature of the ATR drops due to the addi-
tion of steam at the beginning of step 3 (60 s) but increases
much faster subsequently ifλ is increased. Since now the
exit temperature of the ATR does not fall below 700◦C,
CH4-formation is effectively suppressed (not displayed). Af-
ter 150 s, the maximum temperature in the ATR becomes
critical (not displayed) andλ is reduced to the value of nor-
mal operation conditions. After that steady-state operation
in the ATR is reached fast, while the heat-up of the HTS
again is very slow.

A reasonable amount of H2 is already formed in
step 3, but the use of the reformat is restricted by its
high CO-concentration. Therefore, the different cold
start strategies should be compared with respect to their
CO-concentrations (Fig. 11, right). The simulation results
again confirm, that TOX is preferred to POX during step
2. Moreover, the use of theλ-control strategy results in a

TOX (λ ≈2.5)

POX (λ ≈0.28)

reference (λ ≈0.24)

λ 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
time

Fig. 10. Influence ofλ during step 3 of the cold start (—) without
λ-increase, (- - -) withλ-increase.
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reduction of the start-up time of more than 40 s. After about
4 min, a reformat with acceptable CO-concentration (≈6%)
can be provided. A continuous control ofλ during step 3
promises a further reduction of the start-up time.

The second measure for the speed-up of the cold start, in-
vestigated in this work, is the reactive heat-up of the HTS.
Thereby the reformat is partly oxidized with injected air
in the HTS. This results in heat generation directly on the
catalyst of the HTS. Since the HTS is heated up faster,
CO-conversion via the shift-reaction starts earlier. Ignition
of CO and H2 on the catalyst is expected to take place above
200◦C, because of the high CO-content in the reformat. The
injected oxygen is fully converted and the oxidation reac-
tions are assumed to be mass transfer limited. After opera-
tion with TOX in step 2 in the first 60 s, the system is oper-
ated autothermally at higherλ as described above. At 105 s,
when the ignition temperature of 200◦C at the inlet of the
HTS is reached, the injection of air (V̇L = 20 l/min) and the
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Fig. 12. Temperature profiles at the inlet of the HTS and concentration profiles over time with reactive heat-up in the HTS; step 2 (0–60 s):Pth = 8 kW,
λ = 2.5, H2O/C = 0, T +

1/2 = 200/200◦C; step 3 (60–150 s):Pth = 33 kW, λ = 0.3, H2O/C = 2, T +
1/2 = 20/200◦C (>150 s):Pth = 33 kW, λ = 0.24,

H2O/C = 2, T +
1/2 = 20/200◦C; air-injection (105–180 s):̇VL = 20 l/min.

reactive heat-up starts. At 150 sλ is reduced to normal op-
eration conditions and at 180 s the injection of air into the
HTS stops again. On the left side ofFig. 12 temperature
profiles at the inlet of the HTS during reactive heat-up with
injected air are presented.

It can be seen, that the oxidation of the reformat in the
HTS results in a fast increase of the temperature in the HTS.
On the right side ofFig. 12 the concentrations of CO and
H2 at the exit of ATR and HTS are displayed over time.
As expected the concentrations of both substances in the
HTS drop directly at the beginning of the reactive heat-up
due to the oxidation reactions (105 s). With the reduction
of λ (150 s) and the stop of the air-injection (180 s) the
H2-concentration jumps up and reaches almost steady-state
operation conditions. The concentration of CO is slightly
increased at 150 s too, but is reduced subsequently via the
shift-reaction. The end of the air-injection at 180 s has only
a small effect on the CO-concentration.
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Fig. 13. Temperature and CO-concentration profiles at the exit over time for different cold start strategies; indexλ + Ox refers toλ increase and reactive
heat-up in the HTS during step 3.

In Fig. 13, temperatures and CO-concentrations at the exit
of the ATR and the HTS are presented for different cold
start strategies. For both POX and TOX in step 2 the reac-
tive heat-up in the HTS with air reduces the cold start time
significantly. With TOX during step 2 the CO-concentration
already drops below 6% after 165 s.

As can be expected, higher amounts of air injected result
in a faster temperature increase and an earlier conversion
of CO in the HTS (Fig. 14). Moreover, the concentrations
of CO and H2 are further reduced by the oxidation with
air. The air-injection for the reactive heat-up the HTS is
mainly limited by the maximum operation temperature of the
shift-catalyst. With an air stream oḟV = 60 l/min catalyst
damage by high temperatures can still be prevented and the
CO-concentration drops below 6% after 115 s.

Due to the high content of CO, the use of the reactive
heat-up in the HTS is only possible above the ignition tem-
perature of about 200◦C, which is reached not before 100 s.

Fig. 14. Temperature profiles along the HTS at 105 s (start of reactive heat-up) and 135 s and exit concentrations over time for different air streams; step
2 (0–60 s):Pth = 8 kW, λ = 2.5, H2O/C = 0, T +

1/2 = 200/200◦C; step 3 (>60 s): Pth = 33 kW, λ = 0.3, H2O/C = 2, T +
1/2 = 20/200◦C.

A further reduction of the start-up time can only be expected,
if the ignition temperature of the catalyst can be lowered or
the heat-up of the HTS to the ignition temperature can be
speeded up. The later can be realized by an electrical heat-up
of the HTS, similar to the ignition of the ATR. Therefore,
the HTS was divided into two monoliths, of which the first
one is elctrically heatable and very short (l = 5 mm). An
electric power of 2.5 kW again is sufficient for the heat-up
of this E-Cat within a few seconds. Under this conditions it
is necessary to start the ATR in step 2 in the partial oxida-
tion mode, in order to provide a fuel which can be burned in
the HTS.Fig. 15shows simulation results with this strategy.
The reformat formed in the ATR in the first seconds after
electrical heat-up, can be ignited on the pre-heated catalyst
of the HTS. This results in a rapid temperature increase at
the inlet of the HTS already in the first 60 s.

The CO-concentration in the HTS drops due to oxidation
and shift-reaction, but still remains too high for the subse-
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quent use. After 60 s, steam is added and the reforming unit
is operated autothermally. An increase ofλ and a further
small injection of air into the HTS prevent strong drops of
the temperature profiles in the two reactors (60–180 s). Due
to the autothermal operation the concentrations of CO and
CH4 drop immediately and the H2 content increases. Since
the front part of the HTS at this time has already reached
operation temperature, CO can be converted sufficiently
via the shift-reaction. Thus the HTS exit concentration of
CO drops below 6% right after the addition of steam at
60 s, while H2-concentration reaches about 27%. If nec-
essary the temporary increase of the CO-concentration
at the exit of the HTS (t = 110–160 s) can be pre-
vented by a small increase of the air injected during this
period.

6. Summary and outlook

The results presented show how the dynamic simulation
of the ATR and the reforming unit can support the develop-
ment of a fast and efficient cold start strategy for gasoline
reformers. Different strategies and measures could easily be
investigated and assessed. The simulations indicate the elec-
trically supported reactive heat-up of the HTS as the most
promising measure for a further reduction of the cold start
time. Moreover, the control ofλ and the availability of steam
during the cold start are of great importance. By optimisa-
tion of these measures cold start times for the reforming unit
of about 30 s seem to be possible in the future.
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Appendix A. Model parameters

Geometric parameters of ATR, heat exchanger and HTS

Parameter ATR Heat
exchanger

HTS

E-Cat Air gap Reformer

d (m) 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.1/0.1 0.07
l (m) 0.005 0.005 0.1 0.25 0.14
εg 0.7 0.95 0.7 0.32/0.46 0.7
av (m2/m3) 3500 73 6000 256/346 6000

The model parameters for the catalyst-phase correspond
to metallic monoliths and are assumed to be constant.
The solid-phase density isρs = 7900 kg/m3, the heat
capacity cs

p = 0.49 kJ/(kg K) and the axial heat con-
ductivity λs = 12 W/(m K). The gas-phase is assumed
to be ideal. Thermodynamic parameters (cp,j, hj) are
calculated for every gas component temperature depen-
dent. The transport coefficients for axial dispersion are
assumed to be constant:D

g
eff = 0.005 kg/(m s),λg

eff =
5 W/(m K).

The transport coefficientαk for convective heat transfer
between gas- and catalyst-phase is 220 W/(m2 K) within the
monolith structures (ATR, HTS) and 70 W/(m2 K) in the heat
exchanger. Heat losses of the system were fitted to experi-
mental data ofDaimlerChryslerfor insulated metallic mono-
liths. The calculated transport coefficients for mass transfer
between gas- and catalyst-phase at operation conditions are
given below for every component.
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Transport coefficients for gas/solid mass transfer

N2 CH4 O2 H2O CO H2 CO2 CnHm

β (m/s) 0.1105 0.1173 0.1105 0.1406 0.1093 0.4039 0.0875 0.04

Appendix B. Model assumptions and equations

The models developed consist of one mass-balance for
each phase and component, two energy balances for the
gas-phases, one for the catalyst/wall-phase and two pressure
drop relations for the gas-phases. Since heat conduction of
the solid phase (catalyst and wall) is very high, it is assumed,
that both catalyst/wall-phases have the same temperature.
Channel 2 is only effective in the heat exchanger where cat-
alytic reactions are neglected. The catalytic reactors (ATR,
HTS) only consist of channel 1. Thus the state variables of
channel 2 are constant in the ATR and the HTS.

The model equations and the corresponding boundary
conditions are given below (indexk for channel number).

B.1. Mass balances for gas-phases (k = 1, 2)

0 = −ṁk

∂w
g
j,k

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection

+ ε
g
kD

g
eff

∂2w
g
j,k

∂z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dispersion

+ av,kρ
g
kβj(w

s
j,k − w

g
j,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

mass transfer

(B.1)

The boundary conditions for channel 1 are (channel 2 anal-
ogous)

ṁ1w
g,z=0
j,1 − ε

g
1D

g
eff

∂w
g
j,1

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=0

= ṁ1w
g,+
j,1 ,

∂w
g
j,1

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=l

= 0. (B.2)

B.2. Mass balances for catalyst-phase (k = 1)

0 = av,k


ρ

g
kβj(w

s
j,k − w

g
j,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

mass transfer

− M̃j

I∑
i=1

(ri,kνij )︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction


 (B.3)

B.3. Energy balances for gas-phases (k = 1, 2)

0= −ṁkc
g
p,k

∂T
g
k

∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection

+ ε
g
kλ

g
eff

∂2T
g
k

∂z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dispersion

+ av,kαk(T
s − T

g
k )︸ ︷︷ ︸

heat transfer

+ av,k

J∑
j=1

[δjρ
g
kβj(w

s
j,k − w

g
j,k)(hj(T

s) − hj(T
g
k ))]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
enthalpy transport connected with mass transfer

(B.4)

Boundary conditions for channel 1 are (channel 2 analogous)

ṁ1c
g
p,1(T

g,+
1 − T

g,z=0
1 ) = −ε

g
1λ

g
eff

∂T
g
1

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=0

,

∂T
g
1

∂z

∣∣∣∣∣
z=l

= 0. (B.5)

B.4. Energy balance for both catalyst/wall phases

ρscs
pεs ∂T s

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
capacity

= εsλs ∂2T s

∂z2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dispersion

− aoαo(T s − T o)︸ ︷︷ ︸
heat loss

+ q̇heat︸︷︷︸
elctrical heating

+
2∑

k=1


av,k

J∑
j=1

[(1 − δj,k)ρ
g
kβj(w

s
j,k − w

g
j,k)(hj(T

s) − hj(T
g
k ))]




︸ ︷︷ ︸
enthalpy transport connected with mass transfer

−
2∑

k=1

[av,kαk(T
s − T

g
k )]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
heat transfer

−
2∑

k=1

[
av,k

I∑
i=1

[ri,k 
hR,i,k ]

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

reaction

(B.6)

Boundary conditions are

εsλs ∂T s

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

= εstσ((T s
z=0)

4 − (T
g,+
1 )4)︸ ︷︷ ︸

radiation

,
∂T s

∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=l

= 0.

(B.7)

B.5. Pressure drop equations for the gas-phases (k = 1, 2)

∂pk

∂z
= −64

Re

ρ
g
k

2

v2
k

dh
(B.8)

Boundary condition in this case is a constant feed pressure.
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